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Press Release
OPEN LABS RELEASES STAGELIGHT 1.2 UPDATE
The Easy Way To Create Music – Just Got Easier!

Austin, TX. – October 16, 2013 - Open Labs, LLC. (www.openlabs.com), today announced StageLight 1.2 Update
available immediately. StageLight 1.2 Update is FREE for all registered owners and is available for download by simply
launching the app. For those who have not purchased StageLight, you can download StageLight for only $9.99 at
www.openlabs.com. A FREE 30-day trial is also available for download.
StageLight’s ease of use, cutting edge functionality and low price has allowed Open Labs to capture customers in more
than 117 countries worldwide and has opened countless possibilities for music creators. Open Labs is currently working
with some of the largest technology companies on the planet to help bring a faster, lighter, more powerful touch screen
music creation experience to the masses. Some of those companies include: Intel, DELL, Lenovo, Acer, Microsoft and
others. Rajeev Puran, Application Engineer for Intel, explains, “StageLight is a music creation catalyst for the next
generation of touch-based devices. Intel is working closely with Open Labs to develop new technologies that help address
specific wants and needs of music creators. We are excited about our relationship and the simple, affordable and powerful
software StageLight delivers.”
StageLight 1.2 Update expands the app’s core creation capabilities, performance and overall functionality through the
addition of several new features and enhancements including KeyLock™, which enables you to maintain the key of your
composition quickly and easily, without years and years of lessons and practice. “Musicians can now easily create both
rhythm and lead tracks for their music - regardless of professional training or knowledge of music theory.” explained Cliff
Mountain, CEO and owner of Open Labs. “For aspiring musicians, KeyLock, lends guidance to those trying to create
melodies for the first time, ‘soloing’ or practicing their improvisational skills.” said Mountain.
Also included in StageLight 1.2 Update is an expanded native effects suite including: Reverb, Flanger, Parametric EQ,
Chorus, Bitcrusher and Limiter. This represents a major expansion of StageLight sound effects while maintaining a
lighter footprint for faster, more powerful CPU performance. There are also several exciting updates to the StageLight’s
MIDI/Drum Editor, a cleaner UI (user-interface) design and better access to touch screen controls across multiple screen
sizes in StageLight. Finally, StageLight’s all-new In-App Store allows you to easily add and download new content,
audition sounds and purchase exclusive packs directly from inside the app.
Today, StageLight is available for PCs that have Windows 7 or Windows 8, a minimum of 4 GB of RAM and at least an i3
processor or equivalent. StageLight is available in English and in simplified Chinese. For more information on StageLight 1.2, a
video can be found here: http://youtu.be/BT-ssbSTkrM.
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About Open Labs, LLC.
Headquartered in Austin, TX – “The Live Music Capital of the World” – Open Labs creates software and hardware products
designed to inspire, educate and elevate musicians across the world.

